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“

At David Wyld & Co Solicitors we work with our clients to build profitable long-term
relationships. 100% confidence in a legal partner is vital, so we work hard to protect our
clients’ interests whilst maintaining our core values. Our suite of services is tailored to
meet our clients’ individual requirements and we have a clear vision to maintain our
consistent track record of success, underpinned by forward planning and meticulous
preparation. We value and invest in our people, our clients and our expertise. We know our
clients expect the highest standard of service… and that is what we continually strive to perfect.

„

Grace P. Osewele

Balajanaki Srinivasan

C ore Values

David Wyld & Co Solicitors is characterised
by the sophisticated legal services we offer to a diverse commercial clientele, both
within the United Kingdom and cross border. Founded by internationally renowned
commercial solicitor David Wyld we provide
market leading expertise in complex International Dispute Resolution through Litigation,
Arbitration and Mediation, and a depth and
breadth of experience adding up to over 50
years across our Intellectual Property Rights
and Business Immigration departments.

TRANSPARENCY
INTEGRITY
STRIVING FOR PERFECTION
TRUST
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David Wyld & Co Management
David Wyld - Founder
Practice Areas: Litigation, Arbitration, Dispute Resolution
David’s illustrious career spanning the last 40 years started at Linklaters and
continued at Macfarlanes where he was a partner for 20 years, including 10
years as Head of Litigation. Strategic, erudite and unquestionably a distinguished professional, David remains a key force behind the success of the firm.

Balajanaki Srinivasan - Partner
Practice Areas: Intellectual Property Rights
Bala

is

a

true

expert

in

matters

relating

to

international

Brand

Protection (from registrations of Trademarks, Patent, Copyright, and Design
Act to enforcement of IP rights), IP Investigation, IP Litigation and IP Valuation.
Bala has been honoured with a series of awards through her IP practice Rights
& Marks headquartered in Chennai. She was conferred the ‘IP World leaders
(Asia Pacific) Award,’ by World IP Leaders in 2008. Recently, she is the two times
winner of the ‘Client Choice Award’ 2015 (for superiority in client service) and
again in 2016 (for overall brilliance in performance). In 2016 she was also conferred the ACQ Global Award which recognises professional distinction globally.
In contentious matters Bala’s execution of client objectives stands alongside
the market leaders internationally including Magic Circle firms. She is revered
and respected by opponents and peers alike.

Grace Osewele - Partner
Practice Areas: Commercial Immigration, High Net-Worth
A powerhouse and seasoned professional in the field of Immigration,
there is little that has not crossed Grace’s path in this practice area. With
over 20 years’ experience the focus is now on HNW’s and delivering the
exacting service our clients demand. An eminent practitioner who delivers.

Ashok Balarajanan - Director
Practice Areas: Marketing and Communications
Playing a lead role in managing multi-national corporates over the last 30 years
has cemented Ashok’s analyses of the factors that drive a business to achieve
its objectives. Success is in his DNA.
The pace and direction of the practice is set by Ashok which he orchestrates
with master strokes, heading up New Business Development and Marketing
and Communications for David Wyld & Co.
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Specialist Practice Areas

COMMERCIAL LITIGATION

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

MEDIATION & ARBITRATION

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

C ommercial Litigation
We thoroughly comprehend the complex issues faced by globally minded businesses today. We
understand that challenges are not solely encompassed within the realm of business itself, but also arise
from the cultures and multiple jurisdictions under which
the business operates.

BUSINESS IMMIGRATION

We use our talent to resolve commercial disputes in the first instance, whether the matter falls under Debt recovery, Professional
Negligence or Fraud across multi jurisdictions.
Our precursor to commencing any litigation is the strength of our preaction strategy which involves complete due diligence on the opponent.
When we do decide to commence proceedings we fight robustly and defend
in equal measure.

D ispute Resolution - Mediation & Arbitration
David Wyld & Co offers experienced mediation and arbitration services for high profile commercial and private clients involved in complex international, multi-jurisdictional disputes around the world.
Resolving disputes through alternative channels offers clients the opportunity to obtain flexible, confidential and cost efficient
solutions which may otherwise be unavailable through traditional court proceedings.
We have developed strong relationships with leading lawyers worldwide, who we
work with collaboratively to protect clients’ rights and interests throughout the mediation and arbitration processes. Our team also offer services as a neutral mediator between opposing parties and their counsel, and in this neutral role we offer insightful
advice and assistance in negotiations to help clients obtain mutually beneficial resolutions.
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I ntellectual Property
Our clients place a high value on the quality, durability and safety of their brands. At David Wyld &
Co we provide a 360˚ brand protection service. We
take the time to understand our clients and their brands,
and we use this to put into place the necessary protection
based on where are clients are now but always with an eye on
the future.
We assist our clients in exploiting the intellectual property they
own, challenging adverse decisions which can arise during the registration processes and we vigorously pursue infringers via litigation if
necessary.
Our clients cut across all sectors including, fashion, medicine, education, retail
and banking. We use cutting edge techniques to build 3D prototypes with our
partners, and our in-house design department are at hand to assist with brand creation.

We value the impact we create on your
“
„
business and your personal accomplishments...
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B usiness Immigration
& High Networth Individuals
We cover all applications relating to Business
Immigration for multi-national companies moving their workforce across borders. For businesses based in the UK looking to employ migrant
workers, or educational establishments recruiting international students we are trusted partners for a growing number of managers and business owners, and assist them
in ensuring that their Home Office compliance obligations are met around the clock.
Such has been the success of our offering for
wealthy individuals entering the UK through
the Tier 1 Investor and Entrepreneur routes, we
have dedicated key members of our immigration team to provide a discerning service that
demand from our clients has dictated, to safeguard smooth transition to the UK. We provide
a full service, therefore outside of managing the
visa process with meticulous detail, we collaborate with our specialist partners to ensure all the
interrelated areas are covered including tax and
financial planning, real estate purchase, business acquisition, school selection, and domestic and concierge services to name but a few.
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We
thrive
on complex applications involving families and individuals
looking to relocate to the
UK, applications to determine
British nationality, Judicial Review
challenges and Tribunal appeals,
where we have continued to maintain our strength and reputation.

Related Services

C ommercial & Residential
Conveyancing
We
take
instructions
on
all
matters
relating
to
Commercial and Residential conveyancing
from home sales and purchases to
multi-million pound developments.

S ports Law
We work with representatives from
FIFA, the English FA and UEFA on
transfer deals, settlement agreements
and litigation on behalf of our roster
of clients which includes elite players,
emerging talent and clubs in the Italian
Football Federation, the Chinese Super
League and the Indian Super League.

I nvestment Procurement

D ivorce & Matrimonial Law
In what can be one of the most sensitive and contentious areas of practice
our lawyers will step you through the
process of settling matrimonial affairs, covering child custody, pre and
post-nuptial agreements and financial
maintenance.

We work with industry professionals to connect our clients with the
right people locally and internationally to procure investment, raise
capital and put the correct infrastructure into place for projects of all value.
Our strength is in renewable energy and
commercial property developments.
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Head office
Fleet Street

8-12 New Bridge Street

London

EC4V 6AL

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 203 405 4706
Fax: +44 (0) 207 583 4706
Email: info@davidwyld.co.uk
South Woodford - Branch office
51a Marlborough Road

London

E18 1AR United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 208 004 6484
Fax: +44 (0) 208 181 6707
Email: sw_info@davidwyld.co.uk
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